Tolerance and autoimmunity: lessons at the bedside of primary immunodeficiencies.
The recent progress in the genetic characterization of many primary immunodeficiencies (PIDs) allows for a better understanding of immune molecular and cellular mechanisms. The present chapter discusses associations between PIDs and autoimmune diseases (AIDs) in this new light. PIDs are classified according to the frequency of association with AIDs, defining four groups of conditions: systematic (more than 80% of all patients), strong (10-80%), mild (less than 10%), and absent (no available descriptions). Several general conclusions could be drawn: (1) pathological autoimmune (AI) manifestations are very frequently associated with PIDs, indicating that, contrary to conventional notions, antimicrobial protection and natural tolerance to body tissues share many basic mechanisms; (2) in some gene defects, association is so strong that one could speak of "monogenic" AIDs; (3) basic types of PIDs are selectively associated with AID of a particular set of target tissues; (4) while for some gene defects, current theory satisfactorily explains pathogenesis of the corresponding AID, other situations suggest extensive gaps in the present understanding of natural tolerance; and (5) not exceptionally, observations on the AI phenotype for the same gene defect in mouse and man are not concordant, perhaps owing to the limited genetic diversity of mouse models, often limited to a single mouse strain. Overall, clinical observations on PID support the new paradigm of "dominant" tolerance to self-components, in which AID owes to deficits in immune responses (i.e., in regulatory mechanisms), rather than from excessive reactivity.